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By Fred E. Weick and Carl J. Wenzinger
SUNNARY
Tests have been made in the N.A_C.A. 7 by I0 foot
wind tunnel on a Clark Y wing model equipped with various
lengths of Handley Page slots extending iuward from the
wing tips. The slot lengths tested ranged from 20 to I00
_er cent of the semlspan. The effect of slot lengths on
damping in roll was determined by means of both free-
autorotation and forced-rotation tests. In addition, the
maximum llft coefficient was found with each slot length.
The optimum length of slot for s2.tisiactory damping
in roll over a large range of angles of attack was found
to be slightly over 50 per cent of the semlspan for the
form of slot tested.
INTRODUCTION
Handley Page type wing-tip slots have been found to
give improved lateral stability at angles of attack above
that corresponding to the stall of a plain wing. A consid-
erable amount of work has been done on finding the best
shape of the slat or movable portion and on its location
withrespect to the wing proper. The fact has also been
well established that the outboard end of the slot should
approach as closely to the tip Of the wing as the plan
form will allow. Practically nothing seems to have been
done, however, to determine the best length or position
of the inboard end of the slot for good stability.
As part of a general program of research on safety of
aircraft, the present report covers a wind-tunnel study
with a _lark Y basic airfoil having Handley Page slots of
various lengths from zero to full span, to determine the
effect of the slot length on damping in roll by means of
i
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both free-autorotation and f_rced-rotatlon tests. In ad-
dition, the effect of t_e slot length on the maximum lift
coefficient was found. The cr0ss-sectional shape of the
slot was that which gave the highest value of CL ma_x,
found in a previous series of tests on a Clark Y airfoil
with a full-span slot in the N.A.C.A. vertical wind tun-
nel. (Reference I.)
APPARATUS A_D I_ETHODS
The wing model, which had previously been used for
other tests, was originally a plain rectangular l0 by 60
inch Clark Y airfoil made of laminated mahogany and
equipped with conventional ailerons. For the present
tests the ailerons were locked in the neutral position and
the gaps were filled with Plasticine. The first tests,
representing the zero slot length, were made with the air-
foil in the original condition. The nose was then re-
shaped for the sl0t, as shown in Figure 1. The slat,
which covered the entire span in the next tests, was made
of aluminum alloy and fastened to the main airfoil in five
plo.ces by small metal plates, The wing was arranged for
different lengths of tip slots by cutting off the portion
of the slat in the center and attaching it to the main
portion of the wing. The joints were then faired with
Plasticine, forming the original Clark Y section. The
lengths of slot first tested were 20, 40, 60, 80, and I00
per cent of the semispan, After these tests had been com-
pleted it was evident that the critical range was between
40 per cent and 80 per cent, and further tests were made
with the slots 50 per cent of the semispan in length.
The tests wore made in the N.A.C._. 7 by I0 foot wind
tunnel, which has an open jet and a single closed return
passage, and is described in detail, together with the
balance, in reference 2, The present tests were all made
on the portion of the balance used for rotation tests,
sit is possible that a more desirable effect on damping in
roll might be obtained by means of a slot which stalled at
a very high angle of attack than with the slot giving the
highest lift coefficient. If the use of slots is of great
importance, a more detailed investigation on the best
shape for stability would be desirable,
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Each length of slot was subjected to three kinds of
test - free-autorotation, forced-rotation, and force tests -
to determine the maximum lift coefficient. The rotation
tests were made with the wing turning in both clockwise
and counterclockwise directions. A comparison of the test
result_ obtained with opposite directions of rotation gives
a good idea of the accuracy of the results, which are crit-
ically affected by the accuracy of thq form of the models.
The free-autorotation tests covered only a small range of
angles of attack to find the angle above which autorota-
tion was self-startlng. The forced-rotation tests wore
made 'with the wing rotating at a rate corresponding to the
maximum rate of roll likely to be encountered in gusty air
while attempting to fly straight. This rotation V_s tak-
en to correspond to a value of the coefficient p-o _ 0.052 V
p' being the rate of roll about the tunnel axis, b the
span, and V the air velocity.
The maximum lift coefficient was found with the wing
locked in the horizontal position on the rotation gear.
With this installation the maximum lift coefficient is
slightly lower than with the same wing mounted on the reg-
ular force-test support, apparently due to interference,
but the values are mainly of relative interest and in this
respect are considered satisfactory.
All the tests wore made at an air speed of 80 m.p.h.,
giving a Reynolds Number of 609,000 based on the 10-inch
chord of the basic airfoil.
RESULTS _D DISCUSSION
The results of the free-autorotation tests, which
show the angle of attack above which autorotation was
self-starting, are shown for the different slot lengths by
the dotted curve in Figure 2. The solid curve in the same
figure shows the angle of attack above which the wings had
autorotative moments and below which they had d_nping mo-
P_LA=
ments while rotating at 2 V 0.05. The latter values
are slightly lower than the former, due partly to tile dif-
ferent air flow over the wing when rotating, and possibly
to some extent due to the slight friction of the ball
bearing supports in the free-autorotation tests. Both
sets of tests show that, for slot lengths up to and in-
cluddng 40 per cent of the semispan, the angle of attack
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above which the damping in roll is negative and aids rota-
tion is very close to the angle of attack corresponding
to the stall of the unslotted portion of the wing but that
s s the length is increased to 50 per cent the angl_ of at-
tack for initial instability is delayed to over 30-. As
the slot length is further increased the angle is reduced
oj_ain to a point corresponding to the stall of the wing
_vith full-span slot.
The rolling moments tending either to damp or to aid
the rotation while the wing was rotating at _ = 0.05,2 V
rare given for the different slot lengths in Figures 3 to 9,
inclusive. The moments are expresseg in terms of the co-
k where k is the rolling moment
efficient Ck = qb--_'
measured while the wing is rolling, q is the dynamic
pressure, b the span, and S the area of the wing. It
will be seen that the 20 per cent and 40 per cent slot
lengths have two ranges of angles of at t_i_ck with autorota-
tire moments, one corresponding to the stall of the un-
slotted portion of the wing and the other to the stall of
the slotted portion. The 50 per cent leiLgth was the short-
est which had no autorotative moments clue to the stall of
the unslotted portion of the wing, and the 60 per cent
length v_as the shortest of those tested which had substan-
tival damping moments throughout the entire angle-of-attack
rsmge up to the stall of the slotted portion of the wing.
These points are brought out more clearly by the cross
plots of the maximum values of C, corresponding to the
_tall of the unslotted and slotted portions of the wing
separately in Figure 10. For the slot lengths of less than
45 per cent of the semispan the stalling of the unslotted
portion of the wing was the predominating factor, but with
greater slot lengths the stalling of the slotted portion
ca_sed _ro_ter autorotative moments, in fact, for lengths
greater than 50 per cent, no autorotativo moment was asso-
ciated with the stall of the unslotted portion of the wing.
With all slot lengths tested, ho_vever, autorotative mo-
ments were found at angles of attack just above the stall
of the slotted portion of the wing.
The portion of the lift curve in the region of the
msximum lift coefficient is given for the various slot
lengths by the dotted lines in Figures _ to 9, inclusive.
In each Case with tip slots the lift curve has two peaks,
and with.the 50 per cent length both of these peaks had
the same value. With shorter slots the peak corresponding
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to the unslotted portion of the wing was the predominating
one. With the longer slots the peak associated with the
stall of the slotted portion of the wing was the higher
of the two, the other being in effect an Intezr_tion in
the upward slope of the lift curve.
The angle of attack corresponding $o the stall of the
slotted portion of the wing increased 9o as the length of
the slot decreased from 100 per cent to 40 per cent of the
semispan, there being no definite peak with the 20 per
cent slot length. This condition is an indication that
the slotted portion on each tip of the wing operates to
some extent as a separate wing, the slope of the lift curve
decreasing as the aspect ratio of the slotted portion is
decreased.
The effect of the slot length on the maximum lift co-
efficient is shown in Figure ii. The maximum lift coef-
ficient is slightly lower with the short tip slots tl_an
with the original plain wing, and it does not increase
appreciably until the slot length is increased beyond 50
per cent of the semispan. As the length is increased be-
yond 50 per cent the maximum lift coefficient is increased
substantially, but the curves CL against angle of attach
have discontinuities at the stall of the unslotted portion
of the wing that would probably be undesirable.
CONCLUSI 0ES
The optimum length of slot for satisfactory damping
in roll throughout a large range of anglos of attack wss
found to be slightly over 50 per cent of the somispan for
the wing tested.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va., June 15, 1932.
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